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Abstract

The question of whether there is a logic that captures polynomial time was formulated by Yuri Gure-
vich in 1988. It is still wide open and regarded as one of the main open problems in finite model theory
and database theory. Partial results have been obtained forspecific classes of structures. In particular,
it is known that fixed-point logic with counting captures polynomial time on all classes of graphs with
excluded minors. The introductory part of this paper is a short survey of the state-of-the-art in the quest
for a logic capturing polynomial time.

The main part of the paper is concerned with classes of graphsdefined by excluding induced sub-
graphs. Two of the most fundamental such classes are the class of chordal graphs and the class of line
graphs. We prove that capturing polynomial time on either ofthese classes is as hard as capturing it
on the class of all graphs. In particular, this implies that fixed-point logic with counting does not cap-
ture polynomial time on these classes. Then we prove that fixed-point logic with counting does capture
polynomial time on the class of all graphs that are both chordal and line graphs.

1 The quest for a logic capturing PTIME

Descriptive complexity theory started with Fagin’s Theorem [25] from 1974, stating that existential second-
order logiccapturesthe complexity classNP. This means that a property of finite structures is decidable
in nondeterministic polynomial time if and only if it is definable in existential second order logic. Sim-
ilar logical characterisations where later found for most other complexity classes. For example, in 1982
Immerman [44] and independently Vardi [60] characterised the classPTIME (polynomial time) in terms
of least fixed-point logic, and in 1983 Immerman [46] characterised the classesNLOGSPACE (nondeter-
ministic logarithmic space) andLOGSPACE (logarithmic space) in terms of transitive closure logic and its
deterministic variant. However, these logical characterisations of the classesPTIME, NLOGSPACE, and
LOGSPACE, and all other known logical characterisations of complexity classes contained inPTIME, have
a serious drawback: They only apply to properties ofordered structures, that is, relational structures with
one distinguished relation that is a linear order of the elements of the structure. It is still an open question
whether there are logics that characterise these complexity classes on arbitrary, not necessarily ordered
structures. We focus on the classPTIME from now on. In this section, which is an updated version of [32],
we give a short survey of the quest for a logic capturing PTIME.

1.1 Logics capturing PTIME

The question of whether there is a logic that characterises,or captures, PTIME is subtle. If phrased naively,
it has a trivial, but completely uninteresting positive answer. Yuri Gurevich [37] was the first to give
a precise formulation of the question. Instead of arbitraryfinite structures, we restrict our attention to
graphs in this paper. This is no serious restriction, because the question of whether there is a logic that
capturesPTIME on arbitrary structures is equivalent to the restriction ofthe question to graphs. We first
need to define what constitutes a logic. Following Gurevich,we take a very liberal, semantically oriented
approach. We identifypropertiesof graphs with classes of graphs closed under isomorphism. Alogic L
(on graphs) consists of a computable set ofsentencestogether with a semantics that associates a property
Pϕ of graphs with each sentenceϕ . We say that a graphG satisfiesa sentenceϕ , and writeG |= ϕ , if
G∈Pϕ . We say that a propertyP of graphs isdefinablein L if there is a sentenceϕ such thatPϕ = P.
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A logic L capturesPTIME if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(G.1) Every property of graphs that is decidable inPTIME is definable inL.

(G.2) There is a computable function that associates with everyL-sentenceϕ a polynomialp(X) and an
algorithmA such thatA decides the propertyPϕ in time p(n), wheren is the number of vertices of
the input graph.

While condition (G.1) is obviously necessary, condition (G.2) may seem unnecessarily complicated. The
natural condition we expect to see instead is the following condition (G.2’): Every property of graphs that
is definable inL is decidable inPTIME. Note that (G.2) implies (G.2’), but that the converse does not hold.
However, (G.2’) is too weak, as the following example illustrates:

Example 1.1. Let P1,P2, . . . be an arbitrary enumeration of all polynomial time decidable properties of
graphs. Such an enumeration exists because there are only countably many Turing machines and hence
only countably many decidable properties of graphs. LetL′ be the “logic” whose sentences are the natural
numbers and whose semantics is defined by letting sentencei define propertyPi . ThenL′ is a logic
according to our definition, and it does satisfy (G.1) and (G.2’). But clearly,L′ is not a “logic capturing
PTIME” in any interesting sense.

Let me remark that most natural logics that are candidates for capturingPTIME trivially satisfy (G.2).
The difficulty is to prove that they also satisfy (G.1), that is, define allPTIME-properties.

There is a different route that leads to the same question of whether there is a logic capturingPTIME
from a database-theory perspective: After Aho and Ullman [2] had realised that SQL, the standard query
language for relational databases, cannot express all database queries computable in polynomial time,
Chandra and Harel [10] asked for a recursive enumeration of the class of all relational database queries
computable in polynomial time. It turned out that Chandra and Harel’s question is equivalent to Gurevich’s
question for a logic capturingPTIME, up to a minor technical detail.1

The question of whether there is a logic that capturesPTIME is still wide open, and it is considered one
of the main open problems in finite model theory and database theory. Gurevich conjectured that there is no
logic capturingPTIME. This would not only imply thatPTIME 6= NP — remember that by Fagin’s Theorem
there is a logic capturingNP — but it would actually have interesting consequences for the structure of the
complexity classPTIME. Dawar [15] proved a dichotomy theorem stating that, depending on the answer
to the question, there are two fundamentally different possibilities: If there is a logic forPTIME, then the
structure ofPTIME is very simple; allPTIME-properties are variants or special cases of just one problem.
If there is no logic forPTIME, then the structure ofPTIME is so complicated that it eludes all attempts
for a classification. The formal statement of the first possibility is that there is a complete problem for
PTIME under first-order reductions. The formal statement of the second possibility is that the class of
PTIME-properties is not recursively enumerable.2

1.2 Fixed-point logics

Fixed-point logics play an important role in finite-model theory, and in particular in the quest for a logic
capturingPTIME. Very briefly, the fixed-point logics considered in this context are extensions of first-order
logic by operators that formalise inductive definitions. Wehave already mentioned thatleast fixed-point
logic LFP captures polynomial time on ordered structures; this result is known as theImmerman-Vardi
Theorem. For us, it will be more convenient to work withinflationary fixed-point logicIFP, which was
shown to have the same expressive power asLFP on finite structures by Gurevich and Shelah [39] and on
infinite structures by Kreutzer [50].

IFP does not capture polynomial time on all finite structures. The most immediate reason is the inability
of the logic to count. For example, there is noIFP-sentence stating that the vertex set of a graph has even

1In Chandra and Harel’s version of the question, condition (G.2) needs to be replaced by the following condition (CH.2): There
is a computable function that associates with everyL-sentenceϕ an algorithmA such thatA decides the propertyPϕ in polynomial
time. The difference between (G.2) and (CH.2) is that in (CH.2) the polynomial bounding the running time of the algorithmA is not
required to be computable fromϕ .

2The version of recursive enumerability used here is not exactly the same as the one considered by Chandra and Harel [10]; the
difference is essentially the same as the difference between conditions (G.2) and (CH.2) discussed earlier.
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cardinality; obviously, the graph property of having an even number of vertices is decidable in polynomial
time. This led Immerman [45] to extending fixed-point logic by “counting operators”. The formal definition
of fixed-point logic with counting operators that we use today, inflationary fixed-point logic with counting
IFP+C, is due to Grädel and Otto [29].IFP+C comes surprisingly close to capturingPTIME. Even though
Cai, Fürer, and Immerman [9] gave an example of a property ofgraphs that is decidable inPTIME, but not
definable inIFP+C, it turns out that the logic does capturePTIME on many interesting classes of structures.

1.3 Capturing PTIME on classes of graphs

Let C be a class of graphs, which we assume to be closed under isomorphism. We say that a logicL
capturesPTIME onC if it satisfies the following two conditions:

(G.1)C For every propertyP of graphs that is decidable inPTIME there is anL-sentenceϕ such that for
all graphsG∈ C it holds thatG |= ϕ if and only if G∈P.

(G.2)C There is a computable function that associates with everyL-sentenceϕ a polynomialp(X) and an
algorithmA such that given a graphG∈ C , the algorithmA decides ifG |= ϕ in time p(n), wheren is
the number of vertices ofG.

Note that these conditions coincide with conditions (G.1) and (G.2) ifC is the class of all graphs.
The first positive result in this direction is due to Immermanand Lander [48], who proved thatIFP+C

capturesPTIME on the class of all trees. In 1998, I proved thatIFP+C capturesPTIME on the class of all
planar graphs [30] and around the same time, Julian Mariño and I proved thatIFP+C capturesPTIME on all
classes of structures of bounded tree width [34]. In [31], I proved the same result for the class of all graphs
that have no complete graph on five vertices,K5, as a minor. Aminor of graphG is a graphH that can be
obtained from a subgraph ofG by contracting edges. We say that a classC of graphsexcludes a minorif
there is a graphH that is not a minor of any graph inC . Very recently, I proved thatIFP+C capturesPTIME
on all classes of graphs that exclude a minor [33].

In the last few years, maybe as a consequence of Chudnowsky, Robertson, Seymour, and Thomas’s [11]
proof of the strong perfect graph theorem, the focus of many graph theorists has shifted from graph classes
with excluded minors to graph classes defined by excluding induced subgraphs. One of the most basic and
important example of such a class is the class ofchordal graphs. A cycleC of a graphG is chordlessif it
is an induced subgraph. A graph ischordal(or triangulated) if it has no chordless cycle of length at least
four. Figure 1.1(a) shows an example of a chordal graph. All chordal graphs areperfect, which means
that the graphs themselves and all their induced subgraphs have the chromatic number equal to the clique
number. Chordal graphs have a nice and simple structure; they can be decomposed into a tree of cliques.
A second important example is the class ofline graphs. The line graph of a graphG is the graphL(G)
whose vertices are the edges ofG, with two edges being adjacent inL(G) if they have a common endvertex
in G. Figure 1.1(b) shows an example of a line graph. The class of all line graphs is closed under taking
induced subgraphs. Beineke [5] gave a characterisation of the class of line graphs (more precisely, the class
of all graphs isomorphic to a line graph) by a family of nine excluded subgraphs. An extension of the class
of line graphs, which has also received a lot of attention in the literature, is the class ofclaw-freegraphs.
A graph is claw-free if it does not have a vertex with three pairwise nonadjacent neighbours, that is, if it
does not have aclaw (displayed in Figure 1.2) as an induced subgraph. It is easy to see that all line graphs
are claw-free. Recently, Chudnowsky and Seymour (see [12])developed a structure theory for claw-free
graphs.

It would be tempting to use this structure theory for claw free graphs, or at least the simple treelike
structure of chordal graphs, to prove thatIFP+C capturesPTIME on these classes in a similar way as the
structure theory for classes of graphs with excluded minorsis used to prove thatIFP+C capturesPTIME on
classes with excluded minors. Unfortunately, this is only possible on the very restricted class of graphs that
are both chordal and line graphs (an example of such a graph isshown in Figure 4.1 on p.12). We prove
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Figure 1.1. (a) a chordal graph, which is not a line graph, and (b) the linegraph ofK4, which is not chordal
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the following theorem:

Theorem 1.2.

(1) IFP+C does not capturePTIME on the class of chordal graphs or on the class of line graphs.

(2) IFP+C capturesPTIME on the class of chordal line graphs.

Our construction to prove (1) is so simple that it will apply to any reasonable logic, which means that
if a “reasonable” logic capturesPTIME on the class of chordal graphs or on the class of line graphs, then it
capturesPTIME on the class of all graphs.

Further interesting graph classes closed under taking induced subgraphs are various classes of inter-
section graphs. Very recently, Laubner [51] proved thatIFP+C capturesPTIME on the class of all interval
graphs. To conclude our discussion of classes of graphs on which IFP+C capturesPTIME, let me mention a
result due to Hella, Kolaitis, and Luosto [41] stating thatIFP+C capturesPTIME on almost all graphs (in a
precise technical sense). Thus it seems that the results forspecific classes of graphs are not very surprising,
but it should be mentioned that almost no graphs fall in one ofthe natural graphs classes discussed before.

Instead of capturing allPTIME on a specific class of structures, Otto [55, 56, 57] studied the question
of capturing allPTIME properties satisfying certain invariance conditions. Most notably, he proved that
bisimulation-invariant properties are decidable in polynomial time if and only if they are definable in the
higher-dimensionalµ-calculus.

1.4 Isomorphism testing and canonisation

As an abstract question, the question of whether there is a logic capturing polynomial time is linked to
the graph isomorphism and canonisation problems. Otto [55]was the first to systematically study the
connection between canonisation and descriptive complexity theory. Specifically, if there is a polynomial
time canonisation algorithm for a classC of graphs, then there is a logic that captures polynomial time
on this classC . This follows from the Immerman-Vardi Theorem. To explain it, let us assume that we
represent graphs by their adjacency matrices. Acanonisation mappinggets as argument some adjacency
matrix representing a graph and returns acanonicaladjacency matrix for this graph, that is, it mapsiso-
morphicadjacency matrices toequaladjacency matrices. As an adjacency matrix for a graph is completely
fixed once we specify the ordering of the rows and columns of the matrix, we may view a canonisation
as a mapping associating with each graph a canonical orderedcopy of the graph. Now we can apply the
Immerman-Vardi Theorem to this ordered copy.
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Clearly, if there is a polynomial time canonisation mappingfor a class of graphs (or other structures)
then there is a polynomial time isomorphism test for this class. It is open whether the converse also holds.
It is also open whether the existence of a logic for polynomial time implies the existence of a polynomial
time isomorphism test or canonisation mapping.

Polynomial time canonisation mappings are known for many natural classes of graphs, for example
planar graphs [42, 43], graphs of bounded genus [26, 54], graphs of bounded eigenvalue multiplicity [3],
graphs of bounded degree [4, 53], and graphs of bounded tree width [8]. Hence for all theses classes there
are logics capturingPTIME. However, the logics obtained through canonisation hardlyqualify as natural
logics. If a logic is to contribute to our understanding of the complexity classPTIME— and from my
perspective this is the main reason for being interested in such a logic — we have to look for natural logics
that derive their expressiveness from clearly visible basic principles like inductive definability, counting or
other combinatorial operations, and maybe fundamental algebraic operations like computing the rank or the
determinant of a matrix. If such a logic captures polynomialtime on a class of structures, then this shows
that all polynomial time properties of structures in this class are based on the principles underlying the logic.
Thus even for classes for which we know that there is a logic capturingPTIME through a polynomial-time
canonisation algorithm, I think it is important to find “natural” logics capturingPTIME on these classes. In
particular, I view it as an important open problem to find a natural logic that capturesPTIME on classes
of graphs of bounded degree. It is known thatIFP+C does not capturePTIME on the class of all graphs of
maximum degree at most three.

Most known capturing results are proved by showing that there is a canonisation mapping that is de-
finable in some logic. In particular, all capturing results for IFP+C mentioned above are proved this way.
It was observed by Cai, Fürer, and Immerman [9] that for classesC of structures which admit a canonisa-
tion mapping definable inIFP+C, a simple combinatorial algorithm known as the Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL)
algorithm [23, 24] can be used as a polynomial time isomorphism test onC . Thus the the WL-algorithm
correctly decides isomorphism on the class of chordal line graphs and on all classes of graphs with ex-
cluded minors. A refined version of the same approach was usedby Verbitsky and others [35, 49, 61] to
obtain parallel isomorphism tests running in polylogarithmic time for planar graphs and graphs of bounded
tree width.

1.5 Stronger logics

Early on, a number of results regarding the possibility of capturing polynomial time by adding Lindström
quantifiers to first-order logic or fixed-point logic were obtained. Hella [40] proved that adding finitely
many Lindström quantifiers (or infinitely many of bounded arity) to fixed-point logic does not suffice to
capture polynomial time (also see [17]). Dawar [14] proved that if there is a logic capturing polynomial
time, then there is such a logic obtained from fixed-point logic by adding one vectorised family of Lind-
ström quantifiers. Another family of logics that have been studied in this context consists of extensions of
fixed-point logic with nondeterministic choice operators [1, 18, 27].

Currently, the two main candidates for logics capturingPTIME arechoiceless polynomial time with
countingCP+C andinflationary fixed-point logic with a rank operatorIFP+R. The logicCP+C was intro-
duced by Blass, Gurevich and Shelah [6] (also see [7, 19]). The formal definition of the logic is carried
out in the framework ofabstract state machines(see, for example, [38]). IntuitivelyCP+C may be viewed
as a version ofIFP+C where quantification and fixed-point operators not only range over elements of a
structure, but instead over all objects that can be described byO(logn) bits, wheren is the size of the struc-
ture. This intuition can be formalised in an expansion of a structure by all hereditarily finite sets which
use the elements of the structure as atoms. The logicIFP+R [16] is an extension ofIFP by an operator
that determines the rank of definable matrices in a structure. This may be viewed as a higher dimensional
version of a counting operator. (Counting appears as a special case of diagonal{0,1}-matrices.)

Both CP+C andIFP+R are known to be strictly more expressive thanIFP+C. Indeed, both logics can
express the property used by Cai, Fürer, and Immerman to separateIFP+C from PTIME. For both logics it is
open whether they capture polynomial time, and it is also open whether one of them semantically contains
the other.
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2 Preliminaries

N0, andN denote the sets of nonnegative integers and natural numbers(that is, positive integers), respec-
tively. Form,n∈ N0, we let[m,n] := {ℓ ∈ N0 |m≤ ℓ ≤ n} and[n] := [1,n]. We denote the power set of a
setSby 2S and the set of allk-element subsets ofSby

(S
k

)
.

We often denote tuples(v1, . . . ,vk) by~v. If ~v denotes the tuple(v1, . . . ,vk), then by ˜v we denote the set
{v1, . . . ,vk}. If ~v= (v1, . . . ,vk) and~w=(w1, . . . ,wℓ), then by~v~w we denote the tuple(v1, . . . ,vk,w1, . . . ,wℓ).
By |~v| we denote the length of a tuple~v, that is,|(v1, . . . ,vk)|= k.

2.1 Graphs

Graphs in this paper are always finite, nonempty, and simple,where simple means that there are no loops
or parallel edges. Unless explicitly called “directed”, graphs are undirected. The vertex set of a graphG
is denoted byV(G) and the edge set byE(G). We view graphs as relational structures withE(G) being a
binary relation onV(G). However, we often find it convenient to view edges (of undirected graphs) as 2-
element subsets ofV(G) and use notations likee= {u,v} andv∈ e. Subgraphs, induced subgraphs, union,
and intersection of graphs are defined in the usual way. We writeG[W] to denote the induced subgraph ofG
with vertex setW⊆V(G), and we writeG\W to denoteG[V(G)\W]. The set{w∈V(G) | {v,w} ∈E(G)}
of neighboursof a nodev is denoted byNG(v), or justN(v) if G is clear from the context, and thedegree
of v is the cardinality ofN(v). The order of a graph, denoted by|G|, is the number of vertices ofG.
The class of all graphs is denoted byG . A homomorphismfrom a graphG to a graphH is a mapping
h :V(G)→V(H) that preserves adjacency, and anisomorphismis a bijective homomorphism whose inverse
is also a homomorphism.

For every finite nonempty setV, we let K[V] be thecomplete graphwith vertex setV, and we let
Kn := K

[
[n]

]
. A clique in a graphG is a setW ⊆ V(G) such thatG[W] is a complete graph.Pathsand

cyclesin graphs are defined in the usual way. Thelengthof a path or cycle is the number of its edges.
Connectednessandconnectedcomponents are defined in the usual way. A setW⊆V(G) is connectedin a
graphG if W 6= /0 andG[W] is connected. For setsW1,W2⊆V(G), a setS⊂V(G) separates W1 from W2 if
there is no path from a vertex inW1\Sto vertex inW2\S in the graphG\S.

A forestis an undirected acyclic graph, and atree is a connected forest. It will be a useful convention
to call the vertices of trees and forestsnodes. A rooted treeis a tripleT = (V(T),E(T), r(T)), where
(V(T),E(T)) is a tree andr(T) ∈V(T) is a distinguished node called theroot.

We occasionally have to deal withdirected graphs. We allow directed graphs to have loops. We use
standard graph theoretic terminology for directed graphs,without going through it in detail. Homomor-
phisms and isomorphisms of directed graphs preserve the direction of the edges. Paths and cycles in a
directed graph are always meant to be directed; otherwise wewill call them “paths or cycles of the under-
lying undirected graph”. Note that cycles in directed graphs may have length 1 or 2. For a directed graph
D and a vertexv∈ V(D), we letND(v) :=

{
w∈ V(D)

∣
∣ (v,w) ∈ E(D)

}
. Directed acyclic graphswill be

of particular importance in this paper, and we introduce some additional terminology for them: LetD be
a directed acyclic graph. A nodew is achild of a nodev, andv is aparentof w, if (v,w) ∈ E(D). We let
ED be the reflexive transitive closure of the edge relationE(D) and⊳D its irreflexive version. ThenED is
a partial order onV(D).

A directed treeis a directed acyclic graphT in which every node has at most one parent, and for which
there is a vertexr called theroot such that for allt ∈V(t) there is a path fromr to t. There is an obvious
one-to-one correspondence between rooted trees and directed trees: For a rooted treeT with root r := r(T)
we define the corresponding directed treeT ′ by V(T ′) :=V(T) andE(T ′) :=

{
(t,u)

∣
∣ {t,u} ∈ E(T) andt

occurs on the pathrTu
}

. We freely jump back and forth between rooted trees and directed trees, depending
on which will be more convenient. In particular, we use the terminology introduced for directed acyclic
graphs (parents, children, the partial orderE, et cetera) for rooted trees.

2.2 Relational structures

A relational structure Aconsists of a finite setV(A) called theuniverseor vertex setof A and finitely
many relations onA. The only types of structures we will use in this paper aregraphs, viewed as
structuresG =

(
V(G),E(G)

)
with one binary relationE(G), andordered graphs, viewed as structures
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G=
(
V(G),E(G),6 (G)

)
with two binary relationsE(G) and6 (G), where

(
V(G),E(G)

)
is a graph and

6 (G) is a linear order of the vertex setV(G).

2.3 Logics

We assume that the reader has a basic knowledge in logic. In this section, we will informally introduce
the two main logicsIFP andIFP+C used in this paper. For background and a precise definition, Irefer the
reader to one of the textbooks [21, 28, 47, 52]. It will be convenient to start by briefly reviewingfirst-order
logic FO. Formulae of first-order logic in the language of graphs are built from atomic formulaeE(x,y) and
x= y, expressing adjacency and equality of vertices, by the usual Boolean connectives and existential and
universal quantifiers ranging over the vertices of a graph. First-order formulae in the language of ordered
graphs may also contain atomic formulae of the formx6 ywith the obvious meaning, and formulae in other
languages may contain atomic formulae defined for these languages. We writeϕ(x1, . . . ,xk) to denote that
the free variables of a formulaϕ are amongx1, . . . ,xk. For a graphG and verticesv1, . . . ,vk, we write
G |= ϕ [v1, . . . ,vk] to denote thatG satisfiesϕ if xi is interpreted byvi , for all i ∈ [k].

Inflationary fixed-point logicIFP is the extension ofFO by a fixed-point operator with an inflationary
semantics. To introduce this operator, letϕ(X,~x) be a formula that, besides ak-tuple~x= (x1, . . . ,xk) of free
individual variablesranging over the vertices of a graph, has a freek-ary relation variableranging over
k-ary relations on the vertex set. For every graphG we define a sequenceRi = Ri(G,ϕ ,X,~x), for i ∈N0, of
k-ary relations onV(G) as follows:

R0 := /0

Ri+1 := Ri ∪
{
~v
∣
∣ G |= ϕ [Ri ,~v]

}
for all i ∈ N0.

Since we haveR0 ⊆ R1 ⊆ R2 ⊆ ·· · ⊆ V(G)k andV(G) is finite, the sequence reaches a fixed-pointRn =
Rn+1 =Ri for all i ≥ n, which we denote byR∞ =R∞(G,ϕ ,X,~x). Theifp-operatorapplied toϕ ,X,~x defines
this fixed-point. We use the following syntax:

ifp
(
X←~x

∣
∣ ϕ

)
~x′

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:ψ(~x′)

. (2.1)

Here~x′ is anotherk-tuple of individual variables, which may coincide with~x. The variables in the tuple~x′

are the free variables of the formulaψ(~x′), and for every graphG and every tuple~v∈ V(G)k of vertices
we letG |= ψ [~v] ⇐⇒ ~v∈ R∞. These definitions can easily be extended to a situation where the formula
ϕ contains other free variables thanX and and the variables in ˜x; these variables remain free variables of
ψ . Now formulae of inflationary fixed-point logicIFP in the language of graphs are built from atomic
formulaeE(x,y), x= y, andX~x for relation variablesX and tuples of individual variables~x whose length
matches the arity ofX, by the usual Boolean connectives and existential and universal quantifiers ranging
over the vertices of a graph, and the ifp-operator.

Example 2.1. TheIFP-sentence

conn := ∀x1∀x2 ifp
(

X← (x1,x2)
∣
∣
∣ x1 = x2∨E(x1,x2)∨∃x3

(
X(x1,x3)∧X(x3,x2)

))

(x1,x2)

states that a graph is connected.

Inflationary fixed-point logic with counting, IFP+C, is the extension ofIFP by counting operators that
allow it to speak about cardinalities of definable sets and relations. To defineIFP+C, we interpret the logic
IFP over two sorted extensions of graphs (or other relational structures) by a numerical sort. For a graph
G, we letN(G) be the initial segment

[
0, |G|

]
of the nonnegative integers. We letG+ be the two-sorted

structureG∪ (N(G),≤), where≤ is the natural linear order onN(G). To avoid confusion, we always
assume thatV(G) and N(G) are disjoint. We call the elements of the first sortV(G) verticesand the
elements of the second sortN(G) numbers. Individual variables of our logic range either over the setV(G)
of vertices ofG or over the setN(G) of numbers ofG. Relation variables may range over mixed relations,
having certain places for vertices and certain places for numbers. Let us call the resulting logic, inflationary
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fixed-point logic over the two-sorted extensions of graphs,IFP+. We may still viewIFP+ as a logic over
plain graphs, because the extensionG+ is uniquely determined byG. More precisely, we say that a sentence
ϕ of IFP+ is satisfied by a graphG if it G+ |= ϕ . Inflationary fixed-point logic with countingIFP+C is the
extension ofIFP+ by counting termsformed as follows: For every formulaϕ and every vertex variablex
we add a term #x ϕ ; the value of this term is the number of assignments tox such thatϕ is satisfied.

With eachIFP+C-sentenceϕ in the language of graphs we associate the graph propertyPϕ := {G |
G |= ϕ}. As the set of allIFP+C-sentences is computable, we may thus viewIFP+C as an abstract logic
according to the definition given in Section 1.1. It is easy tosee thatIFP+C satisfies condition (G.2) and
therefore condition (G.2)C for every classC of graphs. Thus to prove thatIFP+C capturesPTIME on a
classC it suffices to verify (G.1)C .

In the following examples, we use the notational conventionthat x and variants such asx1,x′ denote
vertex variables and thaty and variants denote number variables.

Example 2.2. TheIFP+C-term0 := #x¬x= x defines the number 0∈ N(G). The formula

succ(y1,y2) := y1≤ y2∧¬y1 = y2∧∀y(y≤ y1∨y2≤ y)

defines the successor relation associated with the linear order≤. The followingIFP+C-formula defines the
set of even numbers inN(G):

even(y) := ifp
(

Y← y
∣
∣
∣ y= 0∨∃y′∃y′′

(
Y(y′)∧ succ(y′,y′′)∧ succ(y′′,y)

))

y.

Example 2.3. An Eulerian cyclein a graph is a closed walk on which every edge occurs exactly once. A
graph isEulerian if it has a Eulerian cycle. It is a well-known fact that a graphis Eulerian if and only if
it is connected and every vertex has even degree. Then the following IFP+C-sentence defines the class of
Eulerian graphs:

eulerian := conn∧∀x1 even
(
#x2 E(x1,x2)

)
,

whereconn is the sentence from Example 2.1 andeven(y) is the formula from Example 2.2. By standard
techniques from finite model theory, it can be proved that theclass of Eulerian graphs is neither definable
in IFP nor in the counting extensionFO+C of first-order logic.

2.4 Syntactical interpretations

In the following,L is one of the logicsIFP+C, IFP, or FO, andλ ,µ are relational languages such as the
language{E} of graphs or the language{E,6} of ordered graphs. AnL[λ ]-formula is anL-formula in the
languageλ , and similarly forµ . We need some additional notation:

• Let≈ be an equivalence relation on a setU . For everyu∈U , by u/≈ we denote the≈-equivalence
class ofu, and we letU/≈ := {u/≈ | u ∈ U} be the set of all equivalence classes. For a tuple
~u = (u1, . . . ,uk) ∈ Uk we let~u/≈ := (u1/≈, . . . ,uk/≈), and for a relationR⊆ Uk we let R/≈ :=
{~u/≈ |~u∈ R}.

• Two tuples ¯x = (x1, . . . ,xk),(y1, . . . ,yℓ) of individual variables have the sametype if k = ℓ and for
all i ∈ [k] either bothxi andyi range over vertices or bothxi andyi range over numbers. For every
structureG, we letG~x be the set of all tuples~a ∈ (V(G)∪N(G))k such that for alli ∈ [k] we have
ai ∈V(G) if xi is a vertex variable andai ∈ N(G) if xi is a number variable.

Definition 2.4. (1) An L-interpretation ofµ in λ is a tuple

Γ(~x) =
(

γapp(~x),γV(~x,~y),γ≈(~x,~y1,~y2),
(
γR(~x,~yR)

)

R∈µ

)

,

of L[λ ]-formulae, where~x, ~y, ~y1, ~y2, and~yR for R∈ µ are tuples of individual variables such that
~y,~y1,~y2 all have the same type, and for everyk-ary R∈ µ the tuple~yR can be written as~yR1 . . .~yR,k,
where the~yR,i have the same type as~y.

In the following, letΓ(~x) be anL-interpretation ofµ in λ . Let G be aλ -structure and~a∈G~x:
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(3) Γ(~x) is applicableto (G,~a) if G |= γapp[~a].

(4) If Γ(~x) is applicable to(G,~a), we letΓ[G;~a] be theµ-structure with vertex set

V
(
Γ[G;~a]

)
:=

{
~b∈G~y

∣
∣ G |= γV [~a,~b]

}/

≈
,

where≈ is the reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of
{
(~b1,~b2) ∈ (G~y)2

∣
∣ G |= γ≈[~a,~b1,~b2]

}
.

Furthermore, fork-aryR∈ µ , we let

R
(
Γ[G;~a]

)
:=

{

(~b1, . . . ,~bk) ∈V
(
Γ[G;~a]

)
∣
∣
∣ G |= γR[~a,~b1, . . . ,~bk]

}/

≈
.

Syntactical interpretations mapλ -structures toµ-structures. The crucial observation is that they also
induce a reverse translation fromL[µ ]-formulae toL[λ ]-formulae.

Fact 2.5 (Lemma on Syntactical Interpretations).Let Γ(~x) be anL-interpretation ofµ in λ . Then for
everyL[µ ]-sentenceϕ there is anL[λ ]-formulaϕ−Γ(~x) such that the following holds for allλ -structures G
and all tuples~a∈G~x: If Γ(~x) is applicable to(G,~a), then

G |= ϕ−Γ[~a] ⇐⇒ Γ[G;~a] |= ϕ .

A proof of this fact for first-order logic can be found in [22].The proof for the other logics considered here
is an easy adaptation of the one for first-order logic.

2.5 Definable canonisation

A canonisation mappingfor a class ofC graphs associates with every graphG∈ C anordered copyof G,
that is, an ordered graph(H,≤) such thatH ∼= G. We are interested in canonisation mappings definable in
the logicIFP+C by syntactical interpretations of{E,6} in {E}. The easiest way to define a canonisation
mapping is by defining a linear order≤ on the universe of a structureG and then take(G,≤) as the
canonical copy. However, defining an ordered copy of a structure is not the same as defining a linear order
on the universe, as the following example illustrates:

Example 2.6. Let K be the class of all complete graphs. It is easy to see that there is noIFP+C-formula
ϕ(x1,x2) such that for allK ∈K the binary relationϕ [K;x1,x2] is a linear order ofV(K).

However, there is anFO+C-definable canonisation mapping for the classK : Let

Γ =
(
γapp,γV(~y),γ≈(y1,y2),γE(y1,y2),γ6(y1,y2)

)

be the numericalFO+C-interpretation of{E,6} in {E} defined by:

• γapp := ∀x x= x;

• γV(y) := 1≤ y∧y≤ ord, whereord := #x x= x;

• γ≈(y1,y2) := y1 = y2;

• γE(y1,y2) := ¬y1 = y2;

• γ6(y1,y2) := y1≤ y2.

It is easy to see that the mappingK 7→ Γ[K] is a canonisation mapping for the classK .

Our notion ofdefinable canonisationslightly relaxes the requirement of defining a canonisationmap-
ping; instead of just one ordered copy, we associate with each structure a parametrised family of polyno-
mially many ordered copies.

Definition 2.7. (1) Let Γ(~x) be anL-interpretation of{E,6} in {E}. ThenΓ(~x) canonisesa graphG if
there is at least one tuple~a∈G~x such thatΓ(~x) is applicable to(G,~a), and for all tuples~a∈G~x such
thatΓ(~x) is applicable to(G,~a) it holds thatΓ[G;~a] is an ordered copy ofG.
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(2) A classC of graphs admitsL-definable canonisationif there is anL-interpretationΓ(~x) of {E,6} in
{E} that canonises allG∈ C .

The following well-known fact is a consequence of the Immerman-Vardi Theorem. It is used, at least
implicitly, in [30, 31, 34, 48, 55]:

Fact 2.8. Let C be a class of graphs that admitsIFP+C-definable canonisation. ThenIFP+C captures
PTIME onC .

3 Negative results

In this section, we prove thatIFP+C does not capturePTIME on the classes of chordal graphs and line
graphs. Actually, our proof yields a more general result: Any logic that capturesPTIME on any of these
two classes and that is “closed under first-order reductions” capturesPTIME on the class of all graphs. It
will be obvious what we mean by “closed under first-order reductions” from the proofs, and it is also clear
that most “natural” logics will satisfy this closure condition. It follows from our constructions that if there
is a logic capturingPTIME on one of the two classes, then there is a logic capturingPTIME on all graphs.

Our negative results forIFP+C are based on the following theorem:

Fact 3.1 (Cai, Fürer, and Immerman [9]). There is aPTIME-decidable propertyPCFI of graphs that is
not definable inIFP+C.

Without loss of generality we assume that allG∈PCFI are connected and of order at least 4.

3.1 Chordal graphs

Let us denote the class of chordal graphs byCD .
For every graphG, we define a grapĥG as follows:

• V(Ĝ) :=V(G)∪{ve | e∈ E(G)}, where for eache∈ E(G) we letve be a new vertex;

• E(Ĝ) :=

(
V(G)

2

)

∪
{
{v,ve}

∣
∣ v∈V(G),e∈ E(G),v∈ e

}
.

The following lemmas collect the properties of the transformationG 7→ Ĝ that we need here. We leave the
straightforward proofs to the reader.

Lemma 3.2. For every graph G the grapĥG is chordal.

Note that for the graphsK2 and I3 :=
(
[3], /0

)
it holds thatK̂2

∼= Î3 ∼= K3. It turns out thatK2 and I3
are the only two nonisomorphic graphs that have isomorphic images under the mappingG 7→ Ĝ. It is easy
to verify this by observing that forG with |G| ≥ 4 andv ∈ V(Ĝ), it holds thatv ∈ V(G) if and only if
deg(v)≥ 3. Let Ĝ be the class of all graphsH such thatH ∼= Ĝ for some graphG.

Lemma 3.3. The classĜ is polynomial time decidable. Furthermore, there is a polynomial time algorithm
that, given a graph H∈ Ĝ , computes the unique (up to isomorphism) graph G∈ G \ {K | K ∼= K2} with
Ĝ∼= H.

Lemma 3.4. There is anFO-interpretationΓ̂ of {E} in {E} such that for all graphs G it holds thatΓ̂[G]∼=
Ĝ.

Theorem 3.5. IFP+C does not capturePTIME on the classCD of chordal graphs.

Proof. Let PCFI be the graph property of Fact 3.1 that separatesPTIME from IFP+C. Note thatK2 6∈PCFI

by our assumption that all graphs inPCFI have order at least 4. By Lemma 3.3, the classP̂ := {H | H ∼=
Ĝ for someG∈PCFI} is a polynomial time decidable subclass ofCD .

Suppose for contradiction thatIFP+C captures polynomial time onCD . Then by (G.1)CD there is an
IFP+C-sentenceϕ such that for all chordal graphsG it holds thatG |=ϕ ⇐⇒ G∈ P̂. We apply the Lemma
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on Syntactical Interpretations toϕ and the interpretation̂Γ of Lemma 3.4 and obtain anIFP+C-sentence
ϕ−Γ̂ such that for all graphsG it holds that

G |= ϕ−Γ̂ ⇐⇒ Ĝ∼= Γ̂[G] |= ϕ .

Thusϕ−Γ̂ definesPCFI, which is a contradiction.

3.2 Line graphs

Let L denote the class of all line graphs, or more precisely, the class of all graphsL such that there
is a graphG with L ∼= L(G). Observe that a triangle and a claw have the same line graph, atriangle.
Whitney [62] proved that for all nonisomorphic connected graphsG,H except the claw and triangle, the
line graphs ofG andH are nonisomorphic. The following fact, corresponding to Lemma 3.3, is essentially
an algorithmic version of Whitney’s result:

Fact 3.6 (Roussopoulos [59]).The classL is polynomial time decidable. Furthermore, there is a poly-
nomial time algorithm that, given a connected graph H∈L , computes the unique (up to isomorphism)
graph G∈ G \ {K | K ∼= K3} with L(G) ∼= H.

Lemma 3.7. There is anFO-interpretationΛ of {E} in {E} such that for all graphs G it holds that
Λ[G]∼= L(G).

Proof. We defineΛ :=
(
λapp,λV(y1,y2),λ≈(y1,y2,y′1,y

′
2),λE(y1,y2,y′1,y

′
2)
)

by:

• λapp := ∀x x= x;

• λV(y1,y2) := E(y1,y2);

• λ≈(y1,y2,y′1,y
′
2) := (y1 = y′1∧y2 = y′2)∨ (y1 = y′2∧y2 = y′1);

• λE(y1,y2,y′1,y
′
2) := (y1 = y′1∧¬y2 = y′2)∨ (y2 = y′2∧¬y1 = y′1)∨ (y1 = y′2∧¬y2 = y′1)∨ (y2 = y′1∧

¬y2 = y′1).

Theorem 3.8. IFP+C does not capturePTIME on the classL of line graphs.

Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.5, using Fact 3.6 and Lemma 3.7
instead of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.

4 Capturing polynomial time on chordal line graphs

In this section, we shall prove thatIFP+C capturesPTIME on the classCD ∩L of graphs that are both
chordal and line graphs. As we will see, such graphs have a simple treelike structure. We can exploit this
structure and canonise the graphs inCD ∩L in a similar way as trees or graphs of bounded tree width.

Example 4.1. Figure 4.1 shows an example of a chordal line graph.

4.1 On the structure of chordal line graphs

It is a well-known fact that chordal graphs can be decomposedinto cliques arranged in a tree-like manner.
To state this formally, we review tree decompositions of graphs. A tree decompositionof a graphG is a
pair (T,β ), whereT is a tree andβ : V(T)→ 2V(G) is a mapping such that the following two conditions
are satisfied:

(T.1) For everyv∈V(G) the set{t ∈V(T) | v∈ β (t)} is connected inT.

(T.2) For everye∈ E(G) there is at ∈V(T) such thate⊆ β (t).
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Figure 4.1.A graphG and its line graphL(G), which is chordal

The setsβ (t), for t ∈ V(T), are called thebagsof the decomposition. It will be convenient for us to
always assume the treeT in a tree decomposition to be rooted. This gives us the partial tree orderET . We
introduce some additional notation. Let(T,β ) be a tree decomposition of a graphG. For everyt ∈ V(T)
we let:

γ(t) :=
⋃

u∈V(T) with tET u

β (u),

The setγ(t) is called theconeof (T,β ) at t. It easy to see that for everyt ∈ V(T) \ {r(T)} with parent
s the setβ (t)∩ β (s) separatesγ(t) from V(G) \ γ(t). Furthermore, for every cliqueX of G there is a
t ∈ V(T) such thatX ⊆ β (t). (See Diestel’s textbook [20] for proofs of these facts and background on
tree decompositions.) Another useful fact is that every tree decomposition(T,β ) of a graphG can be
transformed into a tree decomposition(T ′,β ′) such that for allt ′ ∈V(T ′) there exists at ∈V(T) such that
β ′(t ′) = β (t), and for allt,u∈V(T ′) with t 6= u it holds thatβ ′(t) 6⊆ β ′(u).

Fact 4.2. A nonempty graph G is chordal if and only if G has a tree decomposition into cliques, that is, a
tree decomposition(T,β ) such that for all t∈V(T) the bagβ (t) is a clique of G.

For a graphG, we letMCL(G) be the set of all maximal cliques inG with respect to set inclusion. If
we combine Fact 4.2 with the observations about tree decomposition stated before the fact, we obtain the
following lemma:

Lemma 4.3. Let G be a nonempty chordal graph. Then G has a tree decomposition (T,β ) with the follow-
ing properties:

(i) For every t∈V(T) it holds thatβ (t) ∈MCL(G).

(ii) For every X∈MCL(G) there is exactly one t∈V(T) such thatβ (t) = X.

We call a tree decomposition satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) a good tree decompositionof G.

Let us now turn to line graphs. LetL := L(G) be the line graph of a graphG. For everyv∈V(G), let
X(v) := {e∈ E(G) | v∈ e} ⊆V(L). Unlessv is an isolated vertex,X(v) is a clique inL. Furthermore, we
have

L =
⋃

v∈V(G)

L[X(v)].

Observe that for allv,w∈V(G), if e := {v,w} ∈ E(G) thenX(v)∩X(w) = {e}, and if{v,w} 6∈ E(G) then
X(v)∩X(w) = /0. The following proposition, which is probably well-known, characterises the line graphs
that are chordal:

Proposition 4.4. Let L= L(G) ∈L . Then

L ∈ CD ⇐⇒ all cycles in G are triangles.
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Note that on the right hand side, we do not only consider chordless cycles.

Proof. For the forward direction, suppose thatL ∈ CD , and letC ⊆ G be a cycle. ThenL[E(C)] is a
chordless cycle inL. Hence|C| ≤ 3, that is,C is a triangle.

For the backward direction, suppose that all cycles inG are triangles, and letC⊆ L be a chordless cycle
of lengthk. Let e1, . . . ,ek be the vertices ofC in cyclic order. To simplify the notation, lete0 := ek. Then
for all i ∈ [k] it holds that{ei−1,ei} ∈ E(L) and thusei−1∩ei 6= /0. Letv0,v1 ∈V(G) such thate1 = {v0,v1},
and fori ∈ [2,k], let vi ∈ ei \ei−1. Thenvi 6= v j for all j ∈ [i−2], and if i < k even for j ∈ [0, i−2], because
the cycleC is chordless and thusei ∩ej = /0. Furthermore,vk = v0. Thus{v1, . . . ,vk} is the vertex set of a
cycle inG, and we havek= 3.

Lemma 4.5. Let L= L(G) ∈ CD ∩L , and let X∈ MCL(L) and e= {v,w} ∈ X. Then X= X(v) or
X = X(w) or there is an x∈V(G) such that{x,v},{x,w} ∈ E(G) and X=

{
e,{x,v},{x,w}

}
.

Proof. For all f ∈X, eitherv∈ f or w∈ f , becausef is adjacent toe. HenceX⊆X(v)∪X(w). If X⊆X(v),
thenX = X(v) by the maximality ofX. Similarly, if X ⊆ X(w) thenX = X(w). Suppose thatX \X(v) 6= /0
andX \X(w) 6= /0. Let f ∈ X \X(v) andg∈ X \X(w). As X is a clique, we have{ f ,g} ∈ E(L) and thus
f ∩g 6= /0. Hence there is anx∈V(G) such thatf = {x,w} andg= {x,v}. Furthermore,X = {e, f ,g}. To
see this, leth∈ X. Then{h,e} ∈ E(L) and thusv∈ h or w∈ h. Say,v∈ h. If w∈ h, thenh= e. Otherwise,
we havex∈ h, becauseh is adjacent tog. Thush= g.

Lemma 4.6. Let L∈ CD ∩L , and let X1,X2 ∈MCL(L) be distinct. Then|X1∩X2| ≤ 2.

Proof. Let L = L(G) for some graphG. Suppose for contradiction that|X1∩X2| ≥ 3. Then|X1|, |X2| ≥ 4,
becauseX1 andX2 are distinct maximal cliques. By Lemma 4.5, it follows that there are verticesv1,v2 ∈
V(G) such thatX1 = X(v1) andX2 = X(v2), which implies|X1∩X2| ≤ 1. This is a contradiction.

Lemma 4.7. Let L∈CD ∩L , and let X1,X2,X3∈MCL(L) be pairwise distinct such that X1∩X2∩X3 6= /0.
Then there are i, j,k such that{i, j,k} = [3] and Xi ⊆ Xj ∪Xk and|Xi |= 3.

Proof. Let L = L(G) for some graphG. Let e∈ X1∩X2∩X3. Suppose thate= {v,w} ∈ E(G). As the
cliquesX1,X2,X3 are distinct, it follows from Lemma 4.5 that there is ani ∈ [3] and anx∈V(G) such that
Xi =

{
e,{x,v},{x,w}

}
. Choose suchi andx.

Claim 1. For all j ∈ [3]\ {i}, eitherXj = X(v) or Xj = X(w).

Proof. Suppose for contradiction thatXj 6= X(v) and Xj 6= X(w). Then by Lemma 4.5, there exists a
y∈V(G) such that{y,v},{y,w} ∈ E(G) andXj =

{
e,{y,v},{y,w}

}
. But then

L
[
{y,v},{v,x},{x,w},{w,y}

]

is a chordless cycle inL, which contradictsL being chordal. y

Thus there arej,k such that{i, j,k} = [3] andXj = X(v) andXk = X(w). ThenXi ⊆ Xj ∪Xk.

Lemma 4.8. Let L∈ CD ∩L . Then every good tree decomposition(T,β ) of L satisfies the following
conditions (in addition to conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.3):

(iii) For all t ∈V(T),

• either |β (t)| = 3 and t has at most three neighbours in T (theneighboursof a node are its
children and the parent),

• or for all distinct neighbours u,u′ of t in T it holds thatβ (u)∩β (u′) = /0.

(iv) For all t ,u∈V(T) with t 6= u it holds that|β (t)∩β (u)| ≤ 2.

Proof. Let (T,β ) be a good tree decomposition ofL. Such a decomposition exists becauseL is chordal.
As all bags of the decomposition are maximal cliques ofL, condition (iii) follows from Lemma 4.7 and
condition (iv) follows from Lemma 4.6.
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4.2 Canonisation

Theorem 4.9. The classCD ∩L of all chordal line graphs admitsIFP+C-definable canonisation.

Corollary 4.10. IFP+C capturesPTIME on the class of all chordal line graphs.

Proof of Theorem 4.9.The proof resembles the proof that classes of graphs of bounded tree width admit
IFP+C-definable canonisation [34] and also the proof of Theorem 7.2 (the “Second Lifting Theorem”) in
[31]. Both of these proofs are generalisations of the simpleproof that the class of trees admitsIFP+C-
definable canonisation (see, for example, [36]). We shall describe an inductive construction that associates
with each chordal line graphG a canonical copyG′ whose universe is an initial segment of the natural
numbers. For readers with some experience in finite model theory, it will be straightforward to formalise
the construction inIFP+C. We only describe the canonisation ofconnectedchordal line graphs that are not
complete graphs. It is easy to extend it to arbitrary chordalline graphs. For complete graphs, which are
chordal line graphs, cf. Example 2.6

To describe the construction, we fix a connected graphG∈ CD ∩L that is not a complete graph. Note
that this implies|G| ≥ 3. Let (T,β T) be a good tree decomposition ofG. As G is not a complete graph,
we have|T| ≥ 2. Without loss of generality we may assume that the rootr(T) has exactly one child inT,
because every tree has at least one node of degree at most 1 andproperties (i), (ii) of a good decomposition
do not depend on the choice of the root. It will be convenient to view the rooted treeT as a directed graph,
where the edges are directed from parents to children.

Let U be the set of all triples(u1,u2,u3) ∈ V(G)3 such thatu3 6= u1,u2 (possibly, u1 = u2), and
there is a uniqueX ∈ MCL(G) such thatu1,u2,u3 ∈ X. For all ~u = (u1,u2,u3) ∈ U , let A(~u) be the
connected component ofG\ {u1,u2} that containsu3 (possibly,A(~u) = G\ {u1,u2}). We define map-
pingsσU ,αU ,γU ,βU : U → 2V(G) as follows: For all~u = (u1,u2,u3) ∈U , we letσU(~u) := {u1,u2} and
αU(~u) := V(A(~u)). We let γU(~u) := σU(~u)∪αU (~u), and we letβU(~u) the uniqueX ∈ MCL(G) with
u1,u2,u3 ∈ X. We define a partial orderE onU by letting~uE~v if and only if~u=~v or α(~u)⊃ α(~v). We let
F be the successor relation ofE, that is,(~u,~v) ∈ F if ~u⊳~v and there is no~w∈U \{~u,~v} such that~u⊳~w⊳~v.
Finally, we letD := (U,F). ThenD is a directed acyclic graph. It is easy to verify that for all~u∈U we
have

βU(~u) = γU(~u)\
⋃

~v∈ND(~u)

αU(~v), (4.1)

whereND(~u) =
{
~v∈U

∣
∣ (~u,~v) ∈ F

}
.

Recall that we also have mappingsβ T ,γT : V(T)→ 2V(G) derived from the tree decomposition. We
define a mappingσT : V(T)→ 2V(G) as follows:

• For a nodet ∈V(T)\ {r(T)} with parents, we letσT(t) := β T(t)∩β T(s).

• For the rootr := r(T), we first define a setS⊆ V(G) by lettingS := β T(r) \β T(t), wheret is the
unique child ofr. (Remember our assumption thatr has exactly one child.) Then if|S| ≥ 2, we
choose distinctv,v′ ∈ Sand letσT(r) := {v,v′}, and if |S|= 1 we letσT(r) := S.

Note thatβ T(t) \σT(t) 6= /0 and 1≤ |σT(t)| ≤ 2 for all t ∈V(T). For the root, this follows immediately
from the definition ofσT(t), and for nodest ∈ V(T) \ {r(T)} it follows from Lemma 4.8. We define a
mappingαT : V(T)→ 2V(G) by letting αT(t) := γT(t) \ σT(t) for all t ∈ V(T). We define a mapping
g : V(T)→U by choosing, for every nodet ∈ V(T), verticesu1,u2 such thatσT(t) = {u1,u2} (possibly
u1 = u2) and a vertexu3 ∈ β (t) \σ(t) and lettingg(t) := (u1,u2,u3). Note that(u1,u2,u3) ∈U , because
β T(t) is the unique maximal clique inMCL(G) that containsu1,u2,u3.

Claim 1. The mappingg is a directed graph embedding ofT into D. Furthermore, for allt ∈V(T) it holds
thatαT(t) = αU (g(t)), β T(t) = βU(g(t)), γT(t) = γU(g(t)), andσT(t) = σU (g(t)).

Proof. We leave the straightforward inductive proof to the reader. y

Let~u0 := g(r(T)), and letU0 be the subset ofU consisting of all~u ∈U such that~u0 E ~u. Let F0 be
the restriction ofF to U0 andD0 := (U0,F0). Note thatU0 is upward closed with respect toE and that
g(T)⊆ D0.
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Claim 2. There is a mappingh : U0→V(T) such thath is a directed graph homomorphism fromD0 to
T andh◦g is the identity mapping onV(T). Furthermore, for all~u∈U0 it holds thatαU (~u) = αT(h(~u)),
βU(~u) = β T(h(~u)), γU(~u) = γT(h(~u)), andσU(~u) = σT(h(~u)).

Proof. We defineh by induction on the partial orderE. The uniqueE-minimal element ofU0 is~u0. We
let h(~u0) := r(T). Now let~v= (v1,v2,v3) ∈U0, and suppose thath(~u) is defined for all~u∈U0 with ~u⊳~v.
Let~u∈U0 such that(~u,~v) ∈ F0, and lets := h(~u). By the induction hypothesis, we haveαU(~u) = αT(s),
βU(~u) = β T(s), γU(~u) = γT(s), and σU(~v) = σT(s). The setαU(~v) is the vertex set of a connected
component ofG\σU(~v) which is contained inαU(~u)⊆ γU(~u) = γT(s), and by (4.1) it holds thatαU (~v)∩
βU(~u) = /0. Hence there is a childt of s such thatαU(~v) ⊆ αT(t). Let~v′ := g(t). If αU (~v) ⊂ αT(t) =
αU(~v′), then~u⊳~v′ ⊳~v, which contradicts(~u,~v) ∈ F . HenceαU(~v) = αT(t) and thusσU(~v) = σT(t). This
also impliesγU(~v) = γT(t) andβU(~v) = β T(t). We leth(~v) := t.

To prove thath is really a homomorphism, it remains to prove that for all~u′ ∈ U0 with (~u′,~v) ∈ F0

we also haveh(~u′) = s. So let~u′ ∈ U0 with (~u′,~v) ∈ F0, and lets′ = h(~u′). Suppose for contradiction
that s 6= s′. If s′ ⊳T s thenαU(~u′) ⊃ αU (~u) and thus~u′ ⊳~u, which contradicts(~u′,~v) ∈ F0. Thuss′ 6ET s,
and similarlys 6ET s′. But then bothσT(s) andσT(s′) separateγT(s) from γT(s′) in G. This contradicts
αU(~v)⊆ αT(s)∩αT(s′)⊆

(
γT(s)∩ γT(s′)

)
\
(
σT(s)∪σT(s′)

)
. y

Thus essentially, the “treelike” decomposition(D0,βU) is the same as the tree decomposition(T,β T).
However, the decomposition(D0,βU ) is IFP-definable with three parameters fixing the tuple~u0 = g(r(T)).

Let us now turn to the canonisation. For every~u∈U0, we letG(~u) := G[γ(~u)]. ThenG= G(~u0). We
inductively define for every~u= (u1,u2,u3) ∈U0 a graphH(~u) with the following properties:

(i) V
(
H(~u)

)
= [n~u], wheren~u := |γ(~u)|=

∣
∣V

(
G~u)

)∣
∣.

(ii) There is an isomorphismf~u from G(~u) to H(~u) such that ifu1 6= u2 it holds that f~u(u1) = 1 and
f~u(u2) = 2, and ifu1 = u2 it holds thatf~u(u1) = 1.

For the induction basis, let~u∈U0 with ND0(~u) = /0. ThenγU (~u) = βU(~u), andG(~u) = K[βU(~u)]. We let
n := n~u = |βU(~u)| andH(~u) := Kn. Then (i) and (ii) are obviously satisfied.

For the induction step, let~u∈U0 andND0(~u) = {~v1, . . . ,~vn} 6= /0. It follows from Claim 2 that for all
i, j ∈ [n], eitherγ(~vi) = γ(~v j) or γ(~vi)∩ γ(~v j) = σ(~vi)∩σ(~v j) ⊆ β (~u). We may assume without loss of
generality that there arei1, . . . , im ∈ [n] such thati1 < i2 < .. . < im and for all j, j ′ ∈ [m] with j 6= j ′ we
haveγ(~vi j ) 6= γ(~vi j′ ) and for all j ∈ [m], i ∈ [i j , i j+1−1] we haveγ(~vi) = γ(~vi j ). Here and in the following
we let im+1 := n+1.

The class of all graphs whose vertex set is a subset ofN may be ordered lexicographically; we let
H ≤s-lexH ′ if eitherV(H) is lexicographically smaller thanV(H ′), that is, the first element of the symmetric
differenceV(H)△V(H ′) belongs toV(H ′), orV(H) =V(H ′) andE(H) is lexicographically smaller than
E(H ′) with respect to the lexicographical ordering of unordered pairs of natural numbers, orH = H ′.
Without loss of generality we may assume that for eachj ∈ [m] it holds that

H(~vi j )≤s-lex H(~vi j+1)≤s-lex H(~vi j+2)≤s-lex . . .≤s-lex H(~vi j+1−1)

and, furthermore,
H(~vi1)≤s-lex H(~vi2)≤s-lex . . .≤s-lex H(~vim) (4.2)

Note that, even though the graphsG(~vi1),G(~vi2), . . . ,G(~vim) are vertex disjoint subgraphs ofG(~u), they may
be isomorphic, and hence not all of the inequalities in (4.2)need to be strict. For allj ∈ [m], let~v j :=~vi j

andG j := G(~v j) an H j := H(~v j). ThenH1 ≤s-lex H2 ≤s-lex . . . ≤s-lex Hm. Let j1, . . . , jℓ ∈ [m] such that
j1 < j2 < .. . < jℓ andH j = H j i for all i ∈ [ℓ], j ∈ [ j i , j i+1−1], wherejℓ+1 = m+1, andH j i 6= H j i+1 for all
i ∈ [ℓ−1]. For all i ∈ [ℓ], let Ji := H j i . Furthermore, letni := |Ji | andki := j i+1− j i andqi := |σU(~vi j )| and

q :=

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
βU(~u)\

m⋃

j=1

βU(~v j)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
.
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Case 1:For all neighbourst, t ′ of h(~u) in the undirected tree underlyingT it holds thatβ T(t)∩β T(t ′) = /0.
We defineH(~u) by first taking a complete graphKq, thenk1 copies ofJ1, thenk2 copies ofJ2, et
cetera, and finallykℓ copies ofJℓ. The universes of all these copies are disjoint, consecutive intervals
of natural numbers. LetK be the union of[q] with the firstqi vertices of each of theki copies ofJi for
all i ∈ [ℓ]. ThenK is the set of vertices ofH(~u) that corresponds to the cliqueβ (~u). We add edges
among the vertices inK to turn it into a clique. It is not hard to verify that the resulting structure
satisfies (i) and (ii).

Case 2:There are neighbourst, t ′ of h(~u) in the undirected tree underlyingT such thatβ T(t)∩β T(t ′) 6= /0.
Then by Lemma 4.8(iii) we have|βU(~u)|= 3, andh(~u) has at most two children. Hencem≤ 2, and
essentially this means we only have two possibilities of howto combine the partsH1,H2 to the graph
H(~u); eitherH1 comes first orH2. We choose the lexicographically smaller possibility. We omit the
details.

This completes our description of the construction of the graphsH(~u).
It remains to prove thatH(~u) is IFP+C-definable. We first defineIFP-formulaeθU(~x), θF(~x,~y), θα (~x,y),

θβ (~x,y), θγ (~x,y), θσ (~x,y) such that

U =
{
~u∈V(G)3

∣
∣ G |= θU [~u]

}
,

F =
{
(~u,~v) ∈U2

∣
∣ G |= θF [~u,~v]

}
,

αU (~u) =
{

v∈V(G)
∣
∣ G |= θα [~u,v]

}
for all ~u∈U,

and similarly forβ ,γ,σ . Then we define formulaeθ 0
U (~x0,~x), θ 0

F(~x0,~x) that defineD0. We have no canonical
way of checking that a tuple~u0 really is the imageg(r(T)) of the root of a good tree decomposition, but
all we need is that the graphD0(~u0) with vertex set

{
~u ∈ V(G)3

∣
∣ G |= θ 0

U [~u0,~u]
}

and edge set
{
(~u,~v) ∈

U2
∣
∣ G |= θF [~u0,~u,~v]

}
has the properties we derive fromT being a good tree decomposition. In particular,

if a node~u has a child~v with σU(~u)∩σU(~v) 6= /0 or children~v1 6= ~v2 with σU(~v1)∩σU(~v1) 6= /0, then
|βU(~u)| ≤ 3. Once we have definedD0, it is straightforward to formalise the definition of the graphsH(~u)
in IFP+C and define anIFP+C-interpretationΓ(~x0) that canonisesG. We leave the (tedious) details to the
reader.

Remark 4.11.Implicitly, the previous proof heavily depends on the concepts introduced in [31]. In partic-
ular, the definable directed graphD together with the definable mappingsσ andα constitute adefinable
tree decomposition. However, our theorem does not follow directly from Theorem7.2 of [31].

The classCD∩L of chordal line graphs is fairly restricted, and there may bean easier way to prove the
canonisation theorem by using Proposition 4.4. The proof given here has the advantage that it generalises
to the class of all chordal graphs that have a good tree decomposition where the bags of the neighbours of
a node intersect in a “bounded way”. We omit the details.

5 Further research

I mentioned several important open problems related to the quest for a logic capturingPTIME in the survey
in Section 1. Further open problems can be found in [32]. Here, I will briefly discuss a few open problems
related to classes closed under taking induced subgraphs, or equivalently, classes defined by excluding
(finitely or infinitely many) induced subgraphs.

A fairly obvious, but not particularly interesting generalisation of our positive capturing result is pointed
out in Remark 4.11. I conjecture that our theorem for chordalline graphs can be generalised to the class
of chordal claw-free graphs, that is, I conjecture that the class of chordal claw-free graphs admitsIFP+C-
definable canonisation. Further natural classes of graphs closed under taking induced subgraphs are the
classes of disk intersection graphs and unit disk intersection graphs. It is open whetherIFP+C or any other
logic capturesPTIME on these classes. A very interesting and rich family of classes of graphs closed under
taking induced subgraphs is the family of classes of graphs of bounded rank width [58], or equivalently,
bounded clique width [13]. It is conceivable thatIFP+C captures polynomial time on all classes of bounded
rank width. To the best of my knowledge, currently it is not even known whether isomorphism testing for
graphs of bounded rank width is in polynomial time.
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